






	Widya Saloon is a kind of service business with its business beauty service since it was established in 1980 Widya Saloon in conducting its business, it is always focused to improve and to maintain the loyalty of its clients. But Widya Saloon, in conducting its business, after faced the problem that related to unstable mount of clients and even it was often decreasing. The problems assumed clue to the prices are still relatively higher or care cost more highen than those of other salons, in hadition Widya Saloon has not yet fully made a products differentiation for its beauty care against its competitor and it is less focused to certain market segment, such as adolercent group that they are a majority clients for Widya Saloon. 
	The main of this research is to find the effect of competitive advantage on the clients loyalty for Widya Saloon Bandung. Method employed is a descriptive analysis. Technique of collecting data used including non participant observation, structural interviews, questionnaires and library study. 
	Based on data that has been abstained from result of research shown that there was a positive effect of competitive advantage on the clients loyalty in Widya Saloon. Based on determination coefficient of competitive advantage effect on the clients loyalty was 50,98% it can be stated that the effect occur on the competitive advantage as much 50,98% is determined by the loyalty of clients, whores its resting as much as 49,02% is determined by the other factors such as : satisfaction of service, peace and pricing. 
	Based on the research result concluded that the competitive advantage that Widya Saloon was conducted it was not serried in maximally this is caused by the care cost were relatively higher than those of other Salon, the quality of service were lower and the facilities of beauty care service were limited. In addition, market segment of Widya Saloon as a target is not fully conducted in well. This fact course will have impact in loyalty of clients that is lower, such as the continuity is lower in purchasing, purchase of product non beauty services, the of clients that they seek the beauty care in out of Widya Saloon.  
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